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Very rarely do minority shareholder
in Malaysia exercise their rights wher
it comes to decisions on whethei

corporate exercises proposed by the
companies they are invested in an

good or bad for them
But on Oct 12 2005 shareholders of E C

Property Development Bhd E O Prop votec
againal the company s proposal to delist thf
company from Bursa Malaysia after making c
voluntary general offer VGO for shares it die
not already own in May the same year

ROB had offered 65 sen and 10 sen respec

lively for the shares and warrants
When the VGO was first announced tin

immediale response from many shareholder
was one of outrage mainly because many o
them had bought into the company believing
in its growth story after a massive revamp ex
ercise in 2002

FOB though apparently was getting a lit
tle frustrated with E O Prop s lacklustre share
price which it perceived as not reflecting the
true value of the stock EOB s intention was

to make it a subsidiary o enable it to consol
idate E O Prop s earnings

E O Prop executive director Eric Ctian re
calls the trying months that followed the pro
posal and how he had to deal with many irate
shareholders who eventually scultled the ex
ercise by saying no

The management Chan says has learnt
a useful lesson from this episode �2014keeping
shareholders in the know is key if a corporate
exercise is to take off successfully We realise

that the success of a corporate action hinges
on effectively reaching out and communicating
with all stakeholders be they analysts fund
managers investors directors shareholders
employees or the media he says

Our emphasis is on opening up an effec
tive communication channel for disseminat

ing financial information and updates as well
as building relationships with stakeholders
We arc no longer operating in an environment
where only one particular set of stakeholders
arc commmiicaied to says Chan at a receni

panel discussion on good investor relations
IR with the theme An investor s versus a

stakeholder s perspective
The panel discussion was the first of a series

on IR success stories organised by the Malay

sian Investor Relations Association MIRA

EOB has since gone back to the drawing
board and last year came up with a new pro
posal to merge EOB and E O Prop This time
around management knew what to expect

�2014 it kept all stakeholders in the loopand
made use of their feedback to come up with

a proposal that management hopes will have
a greater chance lo be approved The merger
exercise i now scheduled for completion by
next month

Oilier panellisls who included head of re
search at Kenanga Investment Bank Yeonzon
Yeow head of the Minority Shareholder Watch
dog Group Abdul Wahab Jaafar Siddek and
this writer were generally in agreement that
many Malaysian listcd companies are still lack

ing when it comes to good IR practices
Yet today in the age of information and

media no public listed companies are really
above Hie court of public opinion And many
companies E O Prop included have learnt
that the rnarkel will always shoot first and
ask questions only later

And good IR which translates into account
ability good corporate governance and trans
parency can help make a big difference to a
company s share price performance

In Malaysia there have been numerous cas
es of major shareholders in PLCs not anticipat
ing or even ignoring the backlash of negative
investor response when they carry out corpo
rate exercises some of which had not needed

shareholders approval
Investors punished the sleek by voting with

their feet and the damage to the share price
can take a long time to repair

While IR and public relations are not the
same the two according to numerous articles
and books on good IR practices often work
hand in hand In this context the media plays
a very important role because it acts as the
conduit of information

E O Prop is deemed a success IK story Last
year it won the Best Investor Relations in the
Singapore market by a Malaysian company cat
egory in the IR Magazine Awards The awards
are recognised as an accurate measure of good
IR practices in the Southeast Asian region

E O Prop attributes ils IR success to five
factors professionalism relationship building
consistent information flow management buy
in and easy access and availability of manage
ment to both media and investors Q
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